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such essays as "Da State of Pidgin Address" and "That Pidgin Th-ang," which combine insight about Hawaiian
Creole English (usually referred to as "pidgin") with Tonouchi's usual verve and wit. A must-buy for anyone
interested in Hawai`i, in language, in multicultural America.
The Pigeon Wants a Puppy! 2008-04-01 The pigeon really, really wants a puppy, but when a puppy
arrives the pigeon changes its mind.
Scaredy Snacks! Terry Border 2020-08-25 The snacks are back in this latest nutty adventure from the
bestselling creator of Peanut Butter & Cupcake! It's cleaning day in the snack cabinet, and Cheese Doodle,
Pretzel, and Sprinkles are hard at work. When the food friends learn that someone has moved in next door,
though, they make like bananas and split to go meet their new neighbor. But when their knock not only goes
unanswered, but also opens the door to Dr. Nuttenstein's house with a creeeeak, what they ﬁnd inside leaves
them as shaken as if they'd been placed in a blender... In this latest spookily funny book by Terry Border,
three snacks learn that they have to follow the rules--and that's the way the cookie crumbles. Praise for
Scaredy Snacks!: "Jokes, puns, and sweet-and-salty characters make this a Halloween treat." -- The Horn
Book
Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus Mo Willems 2013 This is an unﬂinching and hilarious look at a child's
potential for mischief. In a plain palette, with childishly elemental line drawings, Willems has captured the
essence of unreasonableness in the very young.
Leonardo the terrible monster Mo Willems 2007 Leonardo is a terrible monster. He can't seem to frighten
anyone. Then, one day, he meets a nervous boy called Sam and ﬁnds out that being a good friend is a whole
lot more rewarding than trying to scare people.
Rita and Ralph's Rotten Day Carmen Agra Deedy 2020-03-03 Have you ever been REALLY mad at your best
friend? * "This well-crafted story is an excellent choice for those seeking books featuring conﬂict-resolution."
-- Booklist, starred reviewIn two little houses,on two little hills,lived two best friends...So begins the story of
Rita and Ralph. Every day they meet to play beneath the apple tree. It's always fun and games -- until one
roundly rotten day when a new game means someone ends up crying. Who knew it could be so hard to say
"I'm sorry?"Just when it seems nothing will ever be right again, a surprising thing happens. The old friends try
something new, that isn't new at all. Something they've done a hundred times...Carmen Agra Deedy's
brilliant storytelling combined with Pete Oswald's spirited illustrations make for a comforting tale of healing
and true friendship.
Don't Let the Pigeon Stay Up Late! Mo Willems 2007 Needing to brush his teeth, a bus driver asks the reader
to make sure that the pigeon goes to bed on time--but the bird has many excuses about why it should stay
awake.
Bad Dog Mike Boldt 2019-11-05 The diﬀerences between cats and dogs have never been funnier! In this
hilarious story from the illustrator of I Don't Want to Be a Frog, a little girl really, really wants a dog . . . but
gets a cat instead! "Look what I got for my birthday! A pet dog!" says a little girl holding a . . . cat? Rocky
doesn't listen or obey like all the other dogs. (Because Rocky is a cat.) And Rocky hates her leash and
doesn't seem to like other dogs. (Probably because Rocky is a cat.) And rather than play fetch, Rocky prefers
to . . . lick between her toes? Ew. Rocky is a bad "dog"! BUT Rocky doesn't bark, and is so cute when she
sleeps in sunny spots. Maybe Rocky IS a good dog? (Or, you know, maybe Rocky is a cat.) Cat lovers and dog
lovers alike will howl with laughter at this little girl's willful insistence that her cat is a dog. The hilarious ways

In the Tall, Tall Grass Denise Fleming 1995-03-15 A friendly little caterpillar inches his way along,
watching the insects, ants, toads, beetles, and rabbits that are busy in the tall grass.
The Pigeon Loves Things That Go! 2005-05-16 Pigeon wishes he could drive a bus, train, and airplane and
then a little duckling tells Pigeon about something that "goes" without wheels.
I Love You Wherever You Are Tiﬀany Gumpert 2020-05-15 This story beautifully captures the timeless
love shared between a big person and a little person.
Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! 2003 A pigeon that longs to drive a bus sees a chance to make its dream
come true when the bus driver takes a short break.
The Day Punctuation Came to Town Kimberlee Gard 2019-08-08 Runner-up for the Reading the West Book
Awards
Shapes Around Us Daniel Nunn 2012-01-01 This simple and entertaining book introduces readers to shapes
that can be found at home.
Be You! (Digital Read Along Edition) Peter H. Reynolds 2020-03-03 Be curious...Be adventurous...Be
brave...BE YOU! Discover a joyful reminder of the ways that every child is unique and special, from the
beloved creator of The Dot, Happy Dreamer, and New York Times bestseller, The Word Collector. Here,
Reynolds reminds readers to "be your own work of art." To be patient, persistent, and true. Because there is
one, and only one, YOU. In the tradition of books like Oh, the Places You'll Go! and I Wish You More comes a
wholly original, inspirational celebration of individuality as only Peter H. Reynolds can create!
My Favorite Bear Andrea Gabriel 2004-07-01 This reassuring, easy-to-read bedtime story for toddlers sweetly
introduces the eight species of bears around the world as a mother bear soothes her cub to sleep. Richly
textured and realistic illustrations wrap readers in the warmth of this loving story. Additional facts at the end
of the book for young naturalists to grow with make this the perfect book for parents and little cubs to share.
Naked Mole Rat Gets Dressed Mo Willems 2009 Wilbur, a naked mole rat who likes to wear clothes, is forced
to go before the wise community elder, who surprises the other naked mole rats with his pronouncement.
The Pigeon Finds a Hot Dog! Mo Willems 2005 Simpliﬁed Chinese edition of The Pigeon Finds a Hot Dog!
by Mo Willems who received the Caldecott Honor for Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!. Willems is also a
Sesame Street script writer and NPR cartoonist. In Simpliﬁed Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
The Pigeon Has Feelings, Too! 2005-05-16 Pigeon runs through a series of emotions while attempting to
thwart his old nemesis, the bus driver.
Knuﬄe Bunny Too Mo Willems 2008 Two identical toys become mixed-up when taken to school.
It Came in the Mail Ben Clanton 2016-06-21 After Liam writes to his mailbox, asking for more mail, he gets
his wish, but soon he realizes that sending mail is even more fun than receiving it.
Chicken Little Steven Kellogg 1987-06-17 "The sky is failing! The sky is failing!" Chicken Little and her
feathered friends are all aﬂutter when she gets a mysterious bump on the head. Steven Kellogg's hilarious
retelling and irresistible illustrations bring fresh delight to this timeless classic of chain reaction panic.
The Duckling Gets a Cookie!? 2012-04-03 Pigeon is very angry when the duckling gets a cookie just by
asking politely.
Living Pidgin Lee A. Tonouchi 2002 Literary Nonﬁcion. Essays. Asian-American Studies. Second Edition. A
collection of talks and concrete poems by Hawaii's "pidgin guerrilla," Lee Tonouchi. Included in the book are
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in which cats and dogs are diﬀerent are brilliantly illuminated with each turn of the page and will leave young
readers and their grown-ups giggling.
I Really Like Slop! Mo Willems 2018 "Piggie really likes slop. She likes it so much, she wants Gerald to try
some! But can Gerald ﬁnd the courage to do it? Or will the smell alone be too much to handle?"-It's a Busload of Pigeon Books! Mo Willems 2013-04-09 Traditional Chinese edition It's a Busload of Pigeon
Books! It is a three-book set of Mo Willems best loved Pigeon book: DON'T LET THE PIGEON DRIVE THE BUS!
THE PIGEON WANTS A PUPPY! and DON'T LET THE PIGEON STAY UP LATE! In Traditional Chinese. Annotation
copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
I Broke My Trunk! (An Elephant and Piggie Book) 2011-02-08 Gerald the elephant tells his best friend Piggie a
long, crazy story about how he broke his trunk.
Kindergarten Writing Highlights Learning 2019-02-05 A unique blend of age-appropriate tracing and writing
activities are combined with puzzles to make learning fun while helping kindergarteners build alphabet and
handwriting skills and develop lifelong learning conﬁdence. Identifying letters and learning to write letters
and words are important steps toward reading readiness, and Highlights (TM) infuses Fun with a Purpose®
into these essential learning activities. With vibrant art and engaging prompts, Writing exposes
kindergarteners to letters and words through tracing and writing practice and the fun of puzzles and other
activities, including Hidden Pictures® puzzles and mazes.
Don't Pigeonhole Me! Mo Willems 2013-06-18 Young readers ﬁrst met the Pigeon, a beleaguered bird
desperate for a shot behind the wheel of a bus, in 2003. Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! went on to sell
millions of copies, receive a Caldecott Honor, and spawn additional picture books, apps, games, and even
silly bands. But did you know the Pigeon was born many years earlier in the pages of a sketchbook? In Don't
Pigeonhole Me! Two Decades of the Mo Willems Sketchbook, readers are given a rare glimpse into the mind
of the man the New York Times described as "The biggest new talent to emerge thus far in the '00s." Since
he was a teenager, Mo has been creating characters and scribbling ideas in the pages of sketchbooks. In the
early 1990s, he started self-publishing collections of his drawings, and The Mo Willems Sketchbook was
created. What began as a calling card for his work has morphed over the years from a form of therapy, to an
opportunity to explore and experiment, to a gift for friends and loved ones. But these sketchbooks have
always been (and continue to be) the well from which Mo draws ideas and inspiration. Featuring a foreword
by Eric Carle and an introduction by Mo, this volume includes all twenty sketchbooks from the last two
decades. Don't Pigeonhole Me! reveals the author/illustrator at his most truthful, most experimental, most
grown-up. Most Mo. Want to know where ideas come from? Look inside.
Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! Mo Willems 2018-10 When a bus driver takes a break in this hilarious
Caldecott Honor-winning picture book, he gives the reader just one instruction: "Don't let the pigeon drive
the bus!" But, boy, that pigeon tries every trick in the book to get in that driving seat: he whines, wheedles,
ﬁbs and ﬂatters. Will you let him drive? Told entirely in speech bubbles, this brilliantly original and funny
picture book demands audience participation!
Don't Let the Republican Drive the Bus! Erich Origen 2012 From the satirical masterminds behind the "New
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York Times" bestseller "Goodnight Bush" comes this scathingly funny political parody of the contemporary
children's classic "Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!"
Don't Let the Pigeon Finish This Activity Book! Mo Willems 2013-04-01 Includes pages of highly
interactive activities. This title helps you make a pigeon ﬁnger puppet, build a paper bus, make your own
driver's licence, and you can even create your own Pigeon book starring.
The Pigeon Needs a Bath! Mo Willems 2014-04-01 The Pigeon really needs a bath! Except, the Pigeon's
not so sure about that. Besides, he took a bath last month! Maybe. It's going to take some serious convincing
to try and get the Pigeon to take the plunge.
Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! (Kohl's Custom Pub) MO WILLEMS 2011-04-28
More Pies! Robert N. Munsch 2002 Samuel, a very hungry boy, joins a pie-eating contest at the park.
Hooray for Amanda & Her Alligator! 2011-04-26 Amanda and her alligator have lots of fun playing together
and surprising each other, but when Amanda's grandfather buys her a panda, Alligator must learn to make
new friends.
Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! (Big Book Edition) Mo Willems 2012-06-12 The Pigeon REALLY wants to
drive the bus./DIV Will you let him? DIVFinally, a really big book you can say "no" to!
The Twelve Days of Christmas Alex T Smith 2020-10-01 A gorgeously illustrated Christmas classic rewritten and illustrated by Alex T. Smith, The Twelve Days of Christmas, or Grandma is Overly Generous, is
the creator of the Claude series and How Winston Delivered Christmas. On the ﬁrst day of Christmas my
Grandma sent to me . . . Grandma's presents may start oﬀ sensible – a partridge is easy enough to take care
of – but her generosity soon gets wildly out of hand . . . The Twelve Days of Christmas: Or Grandma is Overly
Generous is a witty new take on the festive classic The Twelve Days of Christmas, accompanied by beautiful
full-colour illustrations, this is the perfect Christmas present for any child.
Someone Builds the Dream Lisa Wheeler 2021-03-23 Buildings, bridges, and books don't exist without the
workers who are often invisible in the ﬁnal product, as this joyous and profound picture book reveals from
acclaimed author of The Christmas Boot Lisa Wheeler and New York Times bestselling illustrator of Love
Loren Long All across this great big world, jobs are getting done by many hands in many lands. It takes much
more than ONE. Gorgeously written and illustrated, this is an eye-opening exploration of the many types of
work that go into building our world--from the making of a bridge to a wind farm, an amusement park, and
even the very picture book that you are reading. An architect may dream up the plans for a house, but
someone has to actually work the saws and pound the nails. This book is a thank-you to the skilled women
and men who work tirelessly to see our dreams brought to life.
Jamaica's Blue Marker Juanita Havill 1995-09-25 Jamaica was friends with everyone in school - except for
Russell. No wonder: Russell was a mean brat. When they had art class, Russell borrowed her markers and
spoiled her picture. At recess, he threw sand and chased little kids. Jamaica certainly wasn't sorry to learn
that Russell was going to move away. She didn't even want to make a card for him, the way the others in her
class were doing. But then something happened to change her mind . . .
Blackﬂies Robert Munsch 2021-03-02 Springtime is wonderful -- except for the gazillion blackﬂies and
mosquitoes. But Helen has a plan . . .
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